Integrated assessment and adaptation to climate change impacts in the Peruvian Andes
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Abstract. The Andes as mountain regions worldwide, provide fundamental resources, not only for the local population. Due to the topographic characteristics, the potential for natural hazards is higher than elsewhere. In these areas, assessments of climate change impacts and the development of adequate adaptation strategies therefore become particularly important. The data basis, however, is often scarce. Moreover, perceptions of changes and needs are often divergent between national and local levels, which make the implementation of adaptation measures a challenge. Taking the Peruvian Andes as an example, this paper aims at initiating a discussion about scientific baseline and integrative concepts needed to deal with the adverse effects of climate change in mountain regions.

1 Introduction

While climate change is a global problem, the impacts are felt by the human society mainly on regional to local scales. The tropical Andes are often declared as one of the most vulnerable regions to climate change worldwide (IPCC, 2007), and the countries there are already facing major challenges in coping with climate variability (Bradley et al., 2006). The adverse effects of climate change are expected to affect in particular the poorest people because of their high vulnerability and low adaptive capacity. Furthermore, climate change impacts are manifold and multidimensional, and thus developing and implementing adequate adaptation measures is complex. Changes in the amount and temporal availability of water, for example, related to glacier retreat/disappearance, drought or intense precipitation have potentially negative impacts on various sectors like fresh water supply, agriculture and power production (Barnett et al., 2005; Vergara et al., 2007). Additionally, they can give rise to natural disasters like landslides (Fig. 1).

In order to provide a basis for adaptation and reduction of adverse impacts, climate change impacts assessments at the regional to local level are needed. For that purpose, data and scenarios for the relevant scales are required. The availability of climate data in remote mountain regions, however, is often very limited and scenario simulations particularly difficult. As a consequence, planning and decision-making must be made under great uncertainties. Therefore, it is an urgent need to provide a scientific baseline, methods and tools to support the development and implementation of adequate adaptation measures.

A major undertaking concerning the aforementioned issues is the recently launched Program on Climate Change Adaptation in Peru PACC (Programa de Adaptación al Cambio Climático en el Perú). PACC focuses on two Andean Regions of Peru, Cusco and Apurímac (Fig. 2a), and
Fig. 1. The Huascarán, the highest peak in the Peruvian Andes, and its glacier represent both benefit and threat for the local population: a massive ice-rock avalanche in 1970 devastated the town of Yungay killing ∼20,000 residents – melt water from the glaciers are an essential source of freshwater in the dry austral winter. Climate change is likely to alter both the benefit and threat (photo C. Huggel).

Fig. 2a. Overview map Peru. PACC’s geographical focus is on the two Regions Cusco and Apurímac (high-lighted).
and reliability of climate data is particularly weak. In summary, for the target area of PACC, no clear climate trend patterns can be detected from the mentioned datasets.

3 Scientific data gaps in mountain regions

A proper characterization of current trends in climatic conditions, issued from an analysis of historical data, is indispensable for the correct interpretation of climate scenarios. In developing countries, climate impacts assessments are often confronted with a poor data basis. This is true in particular with respect to mountain regions, where complex topography gives rise to heterogeneous local to microclimatic conditions and where routine measurements are considerably complicated by difficult access and maintenance of weather stations. Even though efforts to improve the observational network are on the way, data gaps remain one of the major problems faced during the analysis of historical data. Efforts undertaken for instance in the US to provide regional reanalysis and gridded data with a horizontal resolution of 32 km (NARR; Mesinger et al., 2006) would enable to partly overcome problems with data gaps. Nevertheless, additional initiatives towards new ways and methods of generating and providing reliable scientific data are essential for programs like the PACC.

4 Composing scientific baseline

For the Cusco and Apurímac regions in Peru, the Peruvian meteorological office (SENAMHI) owns several long-term (>40 years) and a good number of shorter-term records (<40 year), and some additional time series with, however, significant data gaps (Fig. 2b). In addition, there are a few weather records available from private companies. Most stations are generally in good condition and well maintained. Within the scope of PACC, the data go through a data quality check with different levels of sophistication. Filling temporal and spatial data gaps is another vital undertaking towards the preparation of climatological basis for further scientific studies. There are several sources of complementary data, including glacier-related proxies, satellite data and reanalyses that can be considered for gap filling and are going to be evaluated within PACC.

Glacier monitoring provides valuable indirect climate information through mass-balance data, historic glacier-length records or ice-core information (Kaser et al., 2003; Thompson et al., 2003). Another source of information are glacier outlines from satellite images now available for more than 20 years. Satellites, furthermore, are also capable to provide more direct climate data. For example, the satellite TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission) has been in orbit for more than ten continuous years now. TRMM Multisatellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) offers 3 hourly precipitation data with a horizontal resolution of 25 km. TMPA has shown reasonable results in applications in various regions worldwide and also in South America (e.g. Su et al., 2008). However, its effective potential and performance for the tropical Andes has yet to be evaluated. First analyses undertaken within PACC indicate that the TRMM based product TMPA shows, compared against ground observations, rather modest verification scores for short time steps and fine resolution as daily values and 25 km resolution in the area Cusco/Apurímac (Fig. 3).

For hydrological studies, other components of the hydrological cycle in addition to precipitation must be investigated. For the Andes, knowledge of glacier run-off is an essential piece of information. In the tropics, glacier dynamics is mainly dictated by relative humidity and radiation (Kaser and Osmaston, 2002), and these variables are therefore needed to model glacier run-off. In absence of automatic weather stations at high-elevation glacier sites, these specific variables may be derived from reanalyses (Fig. 4). Their current horizontal resolution of 100–250 km, however, requires further spatial downscaling before the data can be used. The same is true for climate scenarios from GCMs (Fig. 4) and RCMs (Salzmann et al., 2006). PACC will apply and analyse statistical and dynamical downscaling approaches in order to derive plausible information about possible ranges of future climate and thus providing critical information for the development of adaptation strategies.
5 Including the human dimension

Climate change affects the society and their livelihoods on multiple levels (national, regional, local). Impacts are not only felt directly through droughts, cold waves or frost, but also indirectly e.g. through conservation of food, effects of natural hazards on infrastructure, and the like. Agricultural activities and tourism have to be re-thought, questions of health have to be taken differently into consideration. It is essential that adaptation measures are not only prepared on the basis of analysis of physical processes, but also with due consideration of the perceptions of ongoing changes by the local populations and its vulnerability to climate variability and change (Gilles and Valdivia, 2007). Their perceptions and everyday knowledge shaped through the natural, social, cultural, economic, political context and their historical experiences (Hewitt, 2002) are crucial for the application of adaptation measures on site and eventually improve people’s livelihood. Analysis of the human dimension is an integral component of the PACC. People’s perception will be assessed through different methods as semi-structured interviews at different political levels and local focus groups. Moreover, information systems on regional and local scales will be set up. The development and implementation of adaptation measures will be realized by means of participatory approaches concerning different political levels, including the community level.

6 Improving the science-policy dialogue

Communicating scientific results to the policy is challenging but absolutely vital for the science of climate change (e.g. Moser and Dilling, 2007). An example is the discussion in the media on the consensus on climate change in the scientific community where the existing degree of consensus is often inadequately reflected (Doran and Kendall-Zimmermann, 2009). Since adaptation processes take place within institutionally rich contexts, it is crucial to integrate institutions from all political levels (from national to local) in early stages of adaptation programs. This allows building upon already existing institutional structures and responses to environmental changes (Agrawal, 2007), enhances the support and makes measures (more) sustainable. Political leaders need thereby to be informed on an adequate degree of detail to be able to take appropriate measures. A major difficulty in this context is the existence of an often wide
discrepancy between demand for and supply of knowledge (Fig. 5). In particular programs like the PACC face the problem that decision-making must be carried out mostly under huge uncertainties (Dessai et al., 2009). Science is thereby challenged by the needs to provide answers to concrete questions, yet without fully understanding relevant aspects of climate change impacts at local or regional scale.

7 Conclusions and perspectives

Ideally, guidelines and tools would be available for each of the sections discussed above, in order to provide an optimal baseline for the derivation of adaptation measures. Apparently, this is not the case and in view of integrated assessments considerable efforts are still needed. The scientific community currently has to face pressing demands from the policy and decision-makers regarding climate change impacts at the local and regional scale. However, as pointed out in this paper, in mountain regions in developing countries the required scientific baseline is largely lacking, incomplete and/or associated with considerable uncertainties. Programs like PACC have the potential to make important steps toward the development of guidelines, tools and methods for better coping with and adapting to adverse effects of climate change even in areas like the Peruvian Andes.
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